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IIntroduction.
The present direct-current railway system has limita­
tions in voltage and transmission which have long been recognised 
by the electrical profession. This system too, necessitates the 
use of rotary substations with manual attendance, where the roads 
are of any length, and in addition to this, the rheostat's losses 
cut down the efficiency. Many systems have been devised with 
more or less success— generally with less— to overcome these 
objections, so that the promising field for direct-current systems 
could be extended.
It has also been recognised by some of those familiar 
with the problem, that a single-phase, alternating-current motor, 
having the characteristics of a direct-current series motor, 
would at once furnish a means of attaining many desirable results 
which are impossible with the present direct-current system, and 
would at the same time retain many of the advantageoxis features 
of the present system.
The purpose of this paper is a general description of 
the Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet, and the Indianapolis and 
Cincinnati Single-Phase Railways; attempting to show the present 
situation in single-phase traction development, as well as to re­
view the systems as a whole. The information and data given in 
this test were obtained by a personal inspection of the two roads 
diiring the last week in December, 1905, and the first week
In January, 1906, and this paper does not attempt to include any
changes made since those dates.
The authors' wish to express their thanks to the man­
ager of the Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet system, Mr. Lucas, 
and to Mr. D. L. Kaiser of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati system, 
for the many helpful details furnished them and the courteous 
treatment which they received.
Signed:
3DISCUSSION.
It may be well to discuss here, as briefly as possible, 
the points of difference between the alternating and direct-cur­
rent systems of traction operation, and to touch upon the theory 
and operation of the single-phase series motor.
It Is not the single-phase motor, but the system which 
that motor makes possible that is of primary importance; and this' 
system is of commercial value only in so far as it is able to 
operate more economically and efficiently than is practicable by 
other means. The single-phase system promises to do this, and 
in the next few years may greatly alter the electric traction 
situation. Even at this early date in its development,-for the 
first commercial road dates back only to 1904,-the single-phase 
system claims that it can accomplish the same results as may be 
obtained by direct-current equipment, only with less first cost, 
less operating expense, increased flexibility, and greater 
simplicity.
The radical difference in the two systems is not so 
much in the car equipment, or in the power house, as in the cir­
cuits which connect them. In the first place the increased 
trolley voltage does away with expensive feeders, and enables the 
current TG be carried a greater distance from the power house or 
substation. Second, the substation requires simply a step-down 
transformer, doing array with the rotary converter of the direct- 
current substation. Third, the number of substations is reduced, 
and these do not require the attendance which is necessary for a 
rotary substation. Fourth,- the high trolley voltage means a low
current loss, and a small line drop, insuring full speed and a 
maintained schedule. Fifth, there can be no electrolytic action 
in the ground returns. Sixth, there need be no rheostatic losses, 
every point being a running point. Seventh, there are several 
minor details such as the elimination of all danger to the motors 
from lightning, and the possibility of operating from established 
circuits.
So much for the advantages which accrue to the alter­
nating-current system, and now the question naturally arises,-- 
what points must be sacrificed in order to obtain these advantages? 
The disadvantages which thus far have been inseparable from the 
alternating-current system are: First, the additional weight
due to the greater weight of the motors and the added weight of 
an auto-transformer, and (in the case of an alternating-current—  
direct-current system), to the additional weight of duplications 
in the controlling apparatus. Second, altho this statement would 
probably be disputed by the manufacturers, the single-phase 
series motor has a lower torque and rate of acceleration in coning 
up to speed than the direct-current motor, due to its low power 
factor at starting. Third, in the single-phase motor there is a 
transformer action between the armature and field colls which 
induces an e.m.f. between field turns and makes a short circuit 
in the field winding very undesirable and even dangerous. From 
this comparison there is little doubt that the single-phase system 
is more efficient than the old direct-current system; but it must 
be remembered that without a proper single-phase motor, the whole 
system is useless.
Within the last two years two companies, the General
5Electric and the Westinghouse, have each placed upon the market 
a single-phase series motor (see cuts) which they claim will meet 
all the requirements of its work as well as the direct-current 
motor, and will even prove more efficient in some respects. The 
two motors are very similar, both being of the commutator type, 
designed for both direct and'alternating current, and both have 
compensated field windings. Both motors have proven very sat­
isfactory under working conditions, but the final veiklict regard­
ing them cannot be given as yet, for they must stand the test of 
time and prove their quality in competition with the direct-cur­
rent motors.
THEORY OF MOTOR:-
While the single-phase series motor v?orks upon the same 
principles as the corresponding direct-current motor, there are 
at the same time several things which happen inside the former, 
because of its varying magnetic field produced by the alternating 
current, that are not found in a direct-current motor.
It was found early in the histor*y of the direct-current 
motor that a direct-current series motor could operate on alter­
nating current, by virtue of the fact that a simultaneous reversal 
of current thru both field and armature does not reverse the 
direction of rotation. Owing to the intense sparking at the 
brushes, however, such a machine was then regarded as highly im­
practical.
It may be of interest to show by a sketch, and to dis­
cuss somewhat in detail, the action of a series alternating-cur­
rent motor. The phenomina characteristic of this motor are:
(a) An e.m.f. generated in the armature winding by the 
magnetic field, in addition to the e.m.f, generated by the rota­
tion of the armature. The e.m.f. generated by the movement of the 
coil thru the field is shown by the full line arrows, Fig. 1.; 
it has a maximum value in the position CD, and a minimum value in 
the position AB, as shown. The second is produced by the alter­
nating magnetism, a sort of transformer action taking place; this 
e.m.f. has its zero value occurring when the coil is in the 
position CD, and a maximum value when the coll is in the position 
AB. Y/hile both these two e.m.f.'s exist in the armature winding, 
only the first or mechanicallj; generated e.m.f., which is pro­
portional to the speed, appears at the motor
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terminals. The reason for this, as shown also in Fig. 1, is that 
the second or electrically generated e.m.f., shown by the dotted 
lines, neutralizes itself when the brushes are in the neutral 
plane. This electrically generated e.m.f. is of theoretically 
interest only, except for its effect upon the armature coil short-
7circuited by the brush.es.
(b) In each coil, as it passes under the brushers, there 
is completed a local circuit in which the electrically generated 
e.ra.f. is not neutralised; and as a result a current flows, which, 
if not prevented, seriously affects the motor losses and the com­
mutation. In this case the armature coil acts as the short-cir­
cuited secondary of a transformer of which the field coils con­
stitute the primary. This comparison may be further carried out, 
for the loss occasioned by this short-circuited current appears
as a part of the energy voltage of the field current-- or primary
current-; just as in a transformer.
(3) An iron loss occurring in the whole magnetic cir­
cuit due to the alternating magnetic field. This loss may be 
divided into two parts, that occurring in the armature and pole 
faces due to the rotation of the armature, which may be termed 
the direct-current core loss from its analogy to the core loss of 
a direct-current motor; and that due to the alternating field,
or the alternating-current iron loss. This first part of the 
total core loss is supplied mechanically, the effect being to in­
crease the frictional torque of the motor. The latter part is 
supplied electrically by an increase in the energy component of 
the voltage in both armature and field.
(4) An active e.m.f. existing between the turns of the 
field coilsJ what may be termed, the counter e.m.f. of the field 
coils. The properties of the single-phase motor above mentioned, 
are of interest only to those concerned with its design. Those 
features present problems for the designer to solve, and when 
once solved, they are of no further importance. This fourth and
8last distinctive feature of the single-phase series motor, is on 
the contrary, a thing with which the operator of the motor is very 
actively concerned. The field coil of the series alternating-cur­
rent motor is simply a choke coil, and thus has generated in it 
an e.m.f. of self induction, which affects the operation of the 
motor in two ways. First, it increases the seriousness of a 
short circuit in the field coils, for in this case a destructive 
current would flow due to the self-induced e.m.f. Second, it 
introduces a voltage, particularly at starting, which is not 
present in a direct-current motor, and which, altho it is at 
quadrature to the energy voltage, at the same time increases the 
total voltage required by the motor. Tills may be made more evi­
dent, probably, by the use of a diagram;
F! G. S.
Fig. 2 represents the motor circuit, and Fig. 3 is the 
corresponding clock diagram, similarly lettered to simplify the 
description. The field voltage is represented by the vector AB, 
and as shown it is made up of the two vectors:- AX, the e.m.f.
Qused in overcoming the e.n.f. of self induction, and ZB, the
e.m.f, used in overcoming the losses supplied by the field. The
induction component,AX,is very large as compared with the energy
component XB, and hence the resultant, AB, is almost 90° ahead of
the current, I. In the same manner, BC represents the armature
voltage, which may also be divided into its inductive component,
BY, and its energy component, YCj BY being the voltage necessary
to overcome the armature impedance. Adding AB and BC vectorlly,
the terminal pressure,AC, of the motor is obtained, and also the
AX+XZ
corresponding angle of lag, ^=tan_1 ZY+YC.
From the same diagrams, the action at starting may also 
be quite readily explained. In the first place, since the motor 
circuit is a series circuit, the inductive component is always 
the same for the same current, it does not depend upon the im­
pressed voltage or the power developed. Suppose that the motor 
is just atarting and that the current is the same as in Fig. 3; 
the total inductive voltage will then be the same. Also the 
energy component of the field voltage will be the sane, but the 
energy component of the armature voltage would be very much less, 
since at starting the power developed is quite small, even tho the 
torque be the same. Talcing the armature energy component as YD,
the resulting voltage component would be AD, with an angle of 
AX+XZ
lag, jZf1=tan“ ZY+YD. Thus it is evident that the counter e.n.f. 
of the field has a greater effect upon the total motor voltage at 
starting than when up to speed, and consequently that the power 
factor, cos is necessarily greater at starting than when the 
motor is up to speed. Also, since the inductive drop varies
directly with the current supplied, the larger power factors would
10
occur at high speed with low current.
FIG-. 4.
In Fig. A  are shown in concrete form the various losses 
and the method by which they are supplied; distinguishing between 
the losses which are supplied directly by electrical energy, and 
the rest, which are supplied indirectly by mechanical energy.
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Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet Railway Company.
The Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet Railway Company was 
organized by a syndicate of Illinois people in 1905 under the 
corporate laws of Illinois, for the construction of an electric 
railway between Bloomington and Joliet.
The management of the company at the present writing 
consists as follows:-
James A. Carothers, President, Pontiac, 111.
W.F. VanBuskirk, Sec. and Treas., Pontiac, 111.
Fred L. Lucas, General Manager, Pontiac, 111.
As mentioned above, the chartered company’s proposed 
route is between Bloomington, McLean county and Joliet, Will 
county, but the first work of construction was begun between 
Pontiac and Odell (a distance of 10 miles) by the Arnold Company 
of Chicago. After the completion of their contract, the Arnold 
Company withdrew and the organised company took up the work of 
construction and have made an extension from Odell to Dwight 
which is approximately a distance of ten miles.
The work of construction from Pontiac to Bloomington 
will be undertaken in the near future.
OBJECT.
The principal object the railroad company had in view 
was to take care of the growing interurban business in a more 
satisfactory manner than the steam road which parallels its right 
of way.
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After the entire line has been constructed the company 
propose putting in short spurs or side tracks to accommodate the 
large grain and live stock business of the rural districts.
RIGHT OF WAY A1ID ROUTS.
A right of way 66 feet wide was secured which parallels 
the Chicago and Alton railroad between Bloomington and Joliet.
At all the principal towns along the route the roadway purchased 
is of sufficient width to accommodate a double track construction 
should future needs require it.
ROADWAY A1TD TRACK.
The right of way of this company lies in a very level 
section as is evident when the maximum grade on the part already 
constructed does not exceed 1% % The roadbed is only graded for a 
single track and a shale ballast is used. A steam locomotive, 
excavator and cars which are owned by the company are used to 
advantage in the grade and track construction. Good engineering 
has been shown in regard to the curves. After leaving the towns, 
the curves do not exceed 2^.
RAILS A1TD JOINTS.
All the track Is laid with 70 pound ”T” rails in 33 
foot lengths, using the Weber rail joint and bonded with No. 
0000-8” General Electric laminated bonds; cross bonds are used 
about every 1500 feet.
POLES.
The pole line construction in the cities along the route
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are of cast-iron each 30 feet long, set 5 feet deep in a concrete 
"base. A double line construction is used in the cities for sup­
porting the trolley wire, while in the lnterurban districts a 
single line is built and the poles used are of select white cedar 
having a length of 35 feet, 7 inch top and are set 6 feet in the 
ground. All the bracket a m s  used in the single pole line for the 
suspension of the trolley are made of (4nx4n) Washington fir which 
is a very durable wood.
POWER STATION AND EQUIPMENT.
The railroad company does not have in operation its own 
power station but is furnished power by the Pontiac Light and 
Water Company. All of the equipment used by the Pontiac Light and 
Water Company in furnishing this traction power is owned by the 
railroad company with the exception of the boilers used in gener­
ating the steam.
One Westinghouse cross-compound; vertical type non- 
condensing; 170 R.P.M; 400 H.P, engine has been found sufficient 
for the present needs of the company. The generator used is a 
3-phase 3300 volts; 53 amperes, 25 frequency, 500 R.P.M. machine 
and is belted direct to the engine. At present only t\vo-thirds 
of the armature winding is in use or approximately one half of the 
kilowatt capacity of the machine.
The trolley is supplied with a pressure of 3300 volts 
from the generator and the regulation is entirely by means of the 
change of excitation or speed. The exciter is of the multipolar 
type and its rating is 12.5 K.W.; 125 volts full load; 125 volts 
no load; 1350 R.P.M. and belt driven from the generator.
A temporary switch-board is used at present and upon 
which are mounted the station instruments such as voltmeter, 
ammeter, wattmeter, oil-switches current transformers, rheostats 
and other minor apparatus used in satisfactory station operation.
CAR SHOP.
A car shop sufficiently large to accommodate the cars 
of the system is located Just within the city limits of Pontiac 
and along the company right of way. The shop is equipped for gen­
eral repair work and has a short spur built from the main track 
so that the cars may be run in over the working pit.
OPERATION OF CARS.
The cars are only operated over a period of about twelve 
hours each day and have an average interval of one and one half 
hours between trips. All cars stop on signal in all of the towns 
and at the different stations or highway crossings along the 
route. All the cars are so arranged that baggage and light ex­
press matter may be handled. The scheduled speed of the cars is 
about twenty-five miles per hour, including the stops made, but 
the maximum speed limit is about 45 miles per hour.
FARES.
The regular fare charged by this company is 2/ per mile 
for points outside the city limits; for points inside the city 
limits the usual 5 fares are charged, but a minimum fare of 10^ 
is charged for points Just outside the corporate limits of the 
town. Commutation tickets are also Issued at reduced rates, and 
cash fares are also collected on the cars.
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FUTURE EXTENSIONS.
The road now under operative conditions extends from 
Pontiac to Dwight, and the building of the southern extension from 
Pontiac to Bloomington will be undertaken this summer and complet­
ed as soon as possible. The northern extension from Dwight to 
Joliet will be completed in the near future.
DATA TAKEN UNDER OPERATIVE CONDITIONS.
Wattmeter, ammeter and voltmeter readings were taken 
from the station and portable instruments and at a time when it 
was known that only one car was in operation. The power factor 
was found to vary approximately from 65^ at starting to 92 or 
93$& under full speed. Voltmeter readings were taken at the 
Pontiac end of the line and at Odell which is distant 10 miles, 
and no appreciable drop could be detected under the condition of 
open circuit. This would indicate good electrical conditions, 
especially in the insulation.
' TROLLEY WIRE CONSTRUCTION.
The pole line was built on one side of the railroad 
grade which is graded for only one track and the construction 
used is known as the "catenary” method of suspension. Two trolley 
wires in parallel are used in the construction between Pontiac and 
Odell, but from Odell to Dwight a feeder is carried on the pole 
line to supply the trolley. The poles are set 100 feet apart and 
the two trolley wires are suspended over the track by means of the 
strong wooden brackets which carries the large porcelain insulators 
A -f inch steel strand cable or messenger wire is carried on the 
top of these insulators and suspended from this cable at a dis­
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tance of 9§ Inches from the lowest point or sag of the cable, the 
No. (oo) grooved trolley wire is hung 23 feet above the track 
level by means of special clamps. The suspensions are made at 
every eleven feet, and in this manner the danger arising from a 
break in the trolley line is reduced to a minimum. Another great 
advantage thus gained by this construction is that the side wire 
suspensions are eliminated except for the city constructions where 
the iron poles are set at the sides of the streets and with the 
ordinary strain insulators and steel suspension wires, the sus­
pension is made in a substantial manner. Lightning arresters 
are placed at fr mile intervals along the route. The following 
sketches will show the construction and anchoring scheme adopted.
A N C H O R  S C H E M E
H-3
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CARS A2TD CAR EQUIPMENT.
The company has two passenger cars constructed by the 
American Car Company of St. Louis, Missouri, each having a total 
length of 41-J feet over all dimensions and divided into three 
compartments. The seating capacity of the car is for 42 people, 
and the weight of the empty car with its equipment is approximate­
ly 52 tons. The seats are upholstered and covered with leather 
and are easily reversible. All the car trimmings and decorations 
are in mahogany and of first class appearance. All the modern 
conveniences usually found on an interurban car may be found on 
these cars. The cars are heated by means of a hot water system 
located in the smoking compartment. The frame of the car is of 
oak and steel and built in a very substantial manner. The floor 
is laid in hard maple and the roof covered with sheet copper.
CAR EQUIPMENT.
The trucks were made by the J. G. Brill Company of 
Philadelphia, Pa. and are of the M.C.B. type. The motor equip­
ment consists of four 75 H.P. single-phase alternating-current 
motors always In series. The motor weighs approximately 5000 
pounds and is of the series compensated field type. The theo­
retical discussion of this type of motor is given in the intro­
duction of this thesis and will be mentioned only in a brief 
manner.
The ordinary direct-current series motor could be oper­
ated upon an alternating circuit but the result would be far from 
satisfactory owing to the vicious sparking which occurs when a 
coil is in the period of commutation. To prevent the excessive
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sparking at the brushes while comutating a resistance coll Is 
placed In series with the armature colls, A properl;/ designed 
alternating current single-phase motor Is so built as to counter­
act the heavy armature Inductance as much as possible by the extra 
winding or compensated field winding placed at right angles 
electrically to the field coils. The armature winding of this 
motor is of the wave wound type, 330 bar conductors, Q conductors 
per slot and 55 slots. An annular laminated iron field having a 
distributed winding similar to that of an induction motor sur­
rounds the armature and on the end of the shaft a commutator 
similar to that of a direct-current motor is mounted. The motors 
are wound for 800 volts and are connected in series. An oil- 
cooled auto-transformer takes the trolley voltage of 3300 volts 
and the motors operate at the following pressures from the con­
troller: 400; 500, 600, 700 and 800 volts and all points are run­
ning points. The motors are used in series, but are so arranged 
that they may be cut out of the circuit in case of damage to any 
one of them.
The gear ratio of this type of motor is 4:3 and the 
cars have attained a speed of 50 miles per hour when connected two 
in series, two in parallel which was the former method of con­
nection used.
Speed time curves as well as the characteristic curves 
for a type of compensated motor similar to the motor used by this 
company may be seen by referring to plates No*s 2,3,4 and 5.
The auto-transformer referred to in a previous discus­
sion is of the corrugated case oil-cooled type and is suspended 
by means of steel stirrups to the under side of the car. The high
trolley pressure passes thru the manual control oil switch before 
it reaches the transformer and all leads used are of the heaviest 
type and properly sheathed for safety. This transformer is the 
heaviest part of the car equipment, weighing 2-jV tons with its 
oil. The General Electric Automatic control air-brake system is 
used on these cars, as well as the ordinary manually controlled 
brakes. A small series motor stispended underneath the car body 
drives the air-compressor, and whenever the trolley pole is up 
and the main switch closed, will automatically start and stop 
itself whenever the air pressure falls below or reaches the max­
imum point of pressure.
The wiring plan as used on these cars may be seen on 
Plate Ho. 1, and will need no explanation. All the wiring except 
the lighting circuits may be foxuid here, and these circuits were 
supplies from the 400 volt pressure tap on the transformer. The 
interior lighting of the car is provided for by several circuits. 
The vestibule and sign lights are placed on special circuits as 
is also the arc head-light. Each car is provided with two ordi­
nary wheel trolleys and the trolley pole base is mounted upon four 
heavy porcelain Insulators whose break-down point is 40,000 volts,
CONTRACTORS FOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
The General Electric Company has supplied all the prin­
cipal electrical equipment of this company. The Arnold Company 
was the only company whose services as contractors were required 
and their services ended when the road between Pontiac and Odell 
was completed and in operation.
The Indianapolis and Cincinnati Single-Phase Traction.
ORGANIZATION.
In February, 1903 the Indianapolis and Cincinnati 
Traction Company was organised by a syndicate of Indiana people, 
under the state laws, for the purpose of building an electric 
traction line from Indianapolis, via Rushville and Connersville, 
Indiana, and Hamilton, Ohio, to the city of Cincinnati.
Roads had previously been constructed in that vicinity 
using three-phase transmission and rotary converters. It was 
thus only a step further to adopt the still more modern method 
of single-phase motors and distribution, thus eliminating much 
which had formerly been regarded as essential in traction practice.
OBJECT.
The idea foremost in the minds of the builders of this 
road was to construct a double track thru line over the above 
route to take care of some of the traffic between those cities and 
the smaller towns in a more satisfactory manner than it was 
possible for the steam roads to take care of it. The company also 
entertained some idea of building up an extensive express and 
freight business.
RIGHT OF WAY, A1TD FRANCHISES.
The company has secured a most desirable private right 
of way. In all cases inconvenient curves and graded were avoid­
ed; the greatest curve being about 10° and the largest grade only
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lj per cent on the high tension road. The company has franchises 
in all the cities and towns thru which it passes, granting the most 
favorable concessions. These franchises run uniformly for a per­
iod of fifty years, and include also an agreement with the 
Indianapolis Traction Company, This latter agreement, is the sane 
for all interurban roads; according to it they pay a rate of four 
cents per passenger carried on the interurban cars while in the 
city limits for the use of the tracks and power; this also enti­
tles the road to the privilege of using the Terminal Station, 
where all the roads center. The franchises of Riishville and 
Connersville permit of the running of limited cars making only one 
stop in each city, and in all the smaller towns the agreements 
provide that the limited cars need not be stopped. The franchises 
too provide for the carrying of freight, express matter, and mail, 
under reasonable regulations.
ROUTE.
Leaving the Traction Terminal Building on Market and 
Illinois Streets, Indianapolis, the route follows the city trac­
tion line to the suburbs out Prospect Street, and thence east to 
the C.H. & D. Ry. at which point there is a sub-crossing. From 
here to its present terminus, Rushville, the road parallelsthe 
C.H. & D. Ry. on the north side. From here on the road will con­
tinue to parallel the C.H. & D., running first on one side and 
then the other to eliminate some of the large curves. At present 
the road as far as Rushville, 41 miles, is in operation, and that 
to Connersville is under construetlon.
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G Oil STRUCT I Oil.
The character of the construction of the road is not 
only first class but is claimed to be superior to that of any trac­
tion road in the country. The grading for the tracks is better 
than that of many steam roads. The roadbed is 28 feet wide on top 
to allow for the double track. All the bridges are built in the 
most approved manner, being of steel, either with concrete abut­
ments or arches. The bridges are all designed v/ith a capacity 
sufficient to carry a train of cars having a gross weight of 100 
tons per car. The road is laid with a double track in the city 
of Rushville and on all the public highways. The rest of the line, 
however, while graded for a double track, at present has but one.
The track itself is of 70 pound ”Tn rails in 60 foot 
lengths, bonded with 0000, 10 inch, copper bonds, with § inch cop­
per terminals. Crocs bonds are placed every half mile, and long 
bonds are put in under all special work. The best grade of ties 
are used, being for the most part of oak and are laid about 2,380 
per mile. The company owns a 10 acre gravel pit just off its 
right of way which furnishes excellent gravel for ballast.
One feature which adds greatly to the appearance of the 
road is its pole line and trolley wire suspension. All the poles 
are of select white cedar. Those for the center trolley construc­
tion are 40 feet long with 7 inch tops; the side poles for the high 
tension feeders are 35 feet long, with 7 inch tops;-all are set 6 
feet in the ground. In the towns where a cross suspension is 
necessary, 30 foot poles are used on the side away from the feed­
er wires, while on the other side the poles vary in height from 
40 to 60 feet so as to bring the high tension wires clear of
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tlie shade trees. All the poles along the streets are neatly 
shaved and painted,and are set In concrete. The tall poles are 
of Idaho cedar, beautiful, smooth, and straight as if turned in a 
lathe.-
OPERATIOIT.
Cars are now operated each way over the line to Rushville 
at one hour periods, making stops in all the towns on signal and 
at the crossings of all the principal high;/ays in the country.
All the above cars are provided with a baggage apartment, and 
carry baggage and light express matter. These cars are designed 
for a maximum speed of 45 miles per hour, and make regularly a 
schedule of 30 miles per hour including the numerous stops. In 
order to take care of the thru service, it is the intention of the 
company to use limited cars in addition to those above, which will 
be equipped with 4-150 H.P. motors, and geared to a maximum speed 
of 80 miles per hour. The whole road has been built with a view 
to the handling of heavy freight, even to the extent of carrying 
it in heavy trains; but as yet only light freight is carried, two 
express cars running each way daily for this purpose,
An average fare of 1-J- cents per mile is charged, with 
a lower limit of 5 cents. The company also provides a special 
12-J per cent cut for mileage and school tickets. This road has 
also added a special feature in its milk train service, milk being 
carried at a rate of 1^ - cents per gallon, irrespective of the 
distance (at present), and the cans are returned free.
POWER PLA1IT A1TD SHOPS.
The company has secured a most desirable site for its
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power plant and shops at Rushville, only 41 miles from Indianapo­
lis; and since the power at the high tension voltage used may 
readily be transmitted as far as 90 miles, with very little loss, 
no other plant will be needed. The site is adjacent to the 
C. H. & D. Ry. with a side track connecting both with that road 
and with the traction line. Along the east side of the plant flows 
a mill race which furnishes excellent feed and condensing water.
The car shops are located on the extreme west of the 
above site. The building is new and strictly modern in all par­
ticulars, being divided into the follo’rring compartments: Office
and waiting-room for train crews; storage and supply room; 
blacksmith shop, machine shop; truck repair shop; room for wind­
ing armature coils; paint shop, and carpenter shop. Six tracks 
enter the building, each being provided with a working pit. The 
center bay of the building is provided with an electric traveling 
crane. Electric motors are used for driving the machinery, with 
compressed air for the pit jack and the hoists.
The power station building is just east of the car 
shops and this building too is built according to the best modern 
practice. The foundations are of concrete and the upper walls 
are of brick laid in concrete mortar. The floors are of rein­
forced concrete, and the roof too is built upon a reinforced 
concrete base, being covered with gravel asphalt,thus leaving 
nothing about the building which is inflammable except the doors 
and the casings. Water from the raceway is carried under the 
basement floor by means of a 3-jj foot concrete tunnel.
The boiler battery consists of 3-350 H.P. Babcock and 
Wilcox boilers, each with an individual superheater. A Stillwell
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open feed water heater is also installed in the toiler room. The 
boilers are all equipped with autonatic stokers, but at present 
natural gas is used, the company having a contract whereby it nay 
purchase the seine at a rate of 10 cents per 1000 cubic feet. 
Additional space is provided for three more boilers which are now 
being installed. These boilers are of the sane size and type and 
are provided with autonatic stokers and ash conveyors. These boil­
ers are taken care of by a 180 foot, brick lined, steel smoke­
stack, 11 feet in diameter.
The engine room equipment consists of two 700 H.P. cross 
compound corllss condensing engines, each provided with an individ­
ual jet condenser and directly connected to a 500 K.W. generator. 
Additional space is provided for two turbo generators of 1000 K.W. 
capacity which are now being installed. The generators develop 
three-phase current at 2300 volts and 25 frequency. This current 
is stepped up by means of two 250 K.W. Scott connected trans­
formers to 16,500 volts, two phase, and is then transmitted to the 
substations as single-phase current, thus forming two circuits.
The step-up transformers are of Westlnghouse make, air-cooled, 
the air being furnished by t\vo 90 inch fans driven by induction 
motors. Two exciting units are provided, one a 50 K.W. steam 
driven set, and the other a 50 K.W, induction motor set; the 
former is used when the machines are shut dorm after midnight to 
furnish light, as well as to furnish exciting current when the 
machines are first started. The motors driving the exciter and 
the fans are all three-phase which necessitates the use of a three 
phase step-down transformer in addition to those above mentioned.
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FEEDER LINES.
From the transformers the current is conducted to a 
separate apartment at the hack of the building, \7hich is divided 
into three floors and a basement, with brick conduits for the 
wires*, the whole being absolutely fireproof, The current passes 
first to a set of 33000 volt oil switches on the first floor, 
thence down to the bus bars in the basement,'and from here up thru 
the brick conduits to the second floor where, a set of single­
pole automatic oil switches is placed in each of the out-going 
circuits; from here the lines pass to the third floor, where the 
lightning arresters are placed, and out thru specially designed 
insulating tubes to the transformer substations. There is at 
present 41 miles of road in operation; of this, 6 miles operates 
on 500 volts direct current, 33 miles on 3300 volts high tension 
alternating current, and 2 miles on 550 volts low tension alter­
nating current. The direct-current trolley wire is at the 
Indianapolis end of the line, and the power is furnished by the 
Indianapolis Traction Company. The low tension alternating-cur­
rent trolley wire is at the Rushville end of the line, and power 
is furnished directly from the power plant. The intervening high 
tension alternating-current trolley is supplied from three 
transformer substations, which are placed about 10 or 12 miles 
apart. These substations are fed alternately from either phase 
of the 16000 volt two phase feeder circuit. The alternating-cur­
rent trolley is thus divided into four parts, including the low 
tension trolley at Rushville, each phase feeding two sections; 
this method was adopted in order that the load might be balanced.
The transformers at these substations are of Westinghouse make, 
oil-cooled type, and step the pressure down to 3300 volts which 
is fed directly to the trolley. It is intended, when the whole 
system is in operation to change the feeder voltage to 33,000, 
which will practically double the carrying capacity of the line.
TRANSFORMER SUBSTATIONS.
The transformer buildings are unique. They only cover 
a ground area of 21 by 23 feet, but are very substantially and 
carefully built, being of two stories, and completely fire-proof, 
the doors and windows being provided with steel shutters. In 
each of these buildings is installed two 300 K.W. transformers, 
there being also sufficient space for a third transformer of the 
same capacity. These transformers, with the lightning arresters 
on the second floor, complete the equipment of the substation and 
they thus have nothing in them which requires constant attention. 
A.s mentioned above, the substations are fed alternately from the 
two phases, separate feeders running to each substation. This 
makes necessary six feeder wires, four from phase A, say, and two 
from phase B, the second circuit from phase B feeding the Rush- 
ville end of the line from the plant. All these feeders enter the 
first substation, four of them pass on and enter the second sub­
station, and. two of them continue to the last substation. By 
this arrangement, it is possible in case of an accident to the 
first feeder circuit to use either of the other two circuits, and 
in the same way in case of an accident to the second feeder, the 
third may be used.
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TROLLEY-¥1RE SUSPE1TSI Oil.
The poles along the high tension part of the road are 
set in the center of the roadbed, 100 feet apart, and have side 
brackets which extend out over the track. These brackets are of 
angle Iron, looped-at the end, so as to carry an Insulator, Over 
the top of these flat porcelain insulators is run a 7/l6 inch 
steel cable, or messenger wire, and running under this cable at a 
distance varying from 17 inches at the brackets to 9§ inches at 
the middle of the span is the 000 copper trolley wire. The trol­
ley wire is attached to the messenger wire by means of steel clamps 
varying in length from 17 inches to 9$ inches as shown in Fig. 5.
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The whole constitutes the catenary construction and is
quite similar to that used on the single-phase line at Pontiac.
. •*
The advantages of this trolley wire suspension were enumerated in 
the description of that line and need not be repeated. The trol­
ley wire is held 18 feet above the track, and on the curves 
specially made strain rods are used to keep the trolley under the
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suspension (See cuts). The -trolley wire for the direct-current, 
and low tension alternating-current parts of the road is support­
ed hy the ordinary cross wire suspension.
TELEPHONE CIRCUITS.
The entire system is provided with two metallic cir­
cuit telephone lines, one of which is used exclusively by the 
train dispatcher. The wries are carried on cross arms with high 
tension insulators, near the tops of the trolley wire poles. In 
this manner they are far removed from the high tension wire, and 
with the additional precaution of transposing every 400 feet, 
all electrical disturbance is avoided. At intervals of 2000 feet 
jack boxes are placed upon the poles, and each car is provided 
with a portable telephone by means of which the dispatcher may 
be called up at any of these points,
CARS AND CAR EQUIPMENT.
The company now has ten cars in use, with twenty more 
in the car shop nearing completion. These cars were made by the 
St. Louis Car Company, are 55 feet long, over all, and divided 
into three compartments;— notorman and baggage division, smoking 
division, and main seating division. The total seating accommo­
dation is fifty-four. Each car is provided with a toilet room and 
a Smith hot water heater, the latter being placed in the motorman,s 
compartment. Baldwin trucks are used, with 36 inch, steel tired 
wheels, and 5x9 inch journals. The driving equipment consists of 
four 75 H.P. single-phase, alternating-current series motors.
The control is of the electro-pneumatic type (Plate VI.), suit-
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able for the multiple control of cars; both straight and automatic 
air brakes are provided, the whole equipment being of Westing- 
house make.
The motors have malleable cast steel frames, with one 
side resting on the axles and the other rigidly fastened to the 
trucks. The motors are gear connected with a ratio of 60 to 20.
The armatures are lap wound with a toothed drum. At the bottom 
of the teeth there is placed an auxiliary winding of German silver, 
similar to that in the General Electric machines, which is cut in 
between commutator segments at the instant of commutation and pre­
vents the flow of a damaging current in the short circuited coil, 
as mentioned in the first part of this paper. There are four 
poles on each motor, which are of laminated steel and very flat, 
projecting less than an inch from the frame. The field winding 
is, of course, of the series type, and in addition to the regular 
winding on the poles, there is a second set of coils which are 
placed between the poles and have an air core; this second winding 
is also in series, and constitutes what is called the compensated 
winding, similar to that in the General Electric machines. The 
purpose of this additional winding is to coimteract the effect of 
armature reactions. This motor is very much the same as the 
General Electric motor used at Pontiac. The inductance of this 
motor makes it capable of withstanding severe usage when opei’ating 
on alternating current, but when using direct current a great deal 
of trouble was experienced at first because of insufficient insu­
lation between the armature coils. The machines now in use have 
been rewound, however, with mica between the coils, and now oper­
ate very nicely on both currents.
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MOTOR COUTROL.
On direct current, the motors are operated all four In 
series in order that the voltage may not he too high. Control 
with direct current is obtained by means of resistance, as with 
an ordinary direct-current motor, the motors always remaining in 
series, however. On alternating current the system is quite dif­
ferent, since regulation of the voltage is then obtained by use 
of an auto-transformer. With the high tension voltage, the trans­
former is connected directly between the trolley and the ground, 
that is, with 3,300 volts across it; this voltage is then stepped- 
down to 350 or 550 volts, as obtained at two different points on 
the transformer coil. The first point of the controller throws 
the 350 volts directly onto the motors, which are connected two in 
series, and the two sets in parallel. On moving the controller 
to the second point, the 550 volt connection of the transformer 
is thrown in, but with all the resistance of the direct-current 
system in series; as the controller is moved to the next two 
points, the resistance is cut out, and at the fifth point, which 
is the second running point, the 550 volts is fed directly to the 
motors, two in series and two in parallel as before. The low 
tension alternating-current control is exactly the sane as the 
high tension, with the exception of the fact that the trolley 
voltage is fed in at the 550 volt point of the transformer in­
stead of at the end, as before. These systems of control arer 
shown clearly on the winding diagram, Plate VI. The auto-trans­
former is of the air-cooled type and is hung beneath the car; 
here also is placed,-the controlling resistance, the air pump and
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reservoir, the storage battery, the reversing switch, and the main 
switch group. The air pimp motor is direct connected, and it is 
also a single-phase series motor, similar to those on the trucks; 
it is governed automatically,
OPERATION OF THE MOTORS.
The motors seem to operate equally well upon either 
alternating or direct curren. There is absolutely no injurious 
sparking at the brushes, and in so far as commutation is concerned, 
it is impossible to tell whether the motor is using alternating 
or direct current. The acceleration does not seem to be so rapid 
as with an ordinary direct-current motor, but this is rather de­
luding, for while at the start the acceleration is very low, it 
Increases as the motor comes up to speed. In fact, the manu­
facturers claim that it takes the alternating-c'orrent series motor 
less time to come up to full speed under load, from rest, than the 
direct-current series motor under similar conditions. In a way 
this, slow acceleration at the start has an advantage, for there 
is none of that disagreeable jerk so noticeable in the ordinary 
car; indeed with this motor one scarcely notices that the car is 
starting. On direct current the motors start very much the same 
as on alternating current, altho in Indianapolis it was noticed 
that tho the cars stopped for passengers as often as the city cars, 
they always overtook them, even when many blocks behind.
THE TROLLEY.
Another distinguishing feature of this road is the fact 
that the German style of trolley has been introduced. Each car
is equipped with two trolleys, one the ordinary wheel trolley for 
use on the direct-current, and low tension alternating-current 
trolley wire, and the other a sliding contact how trolley, which 
was first used in Germany. This how trolley has a contact surface 
of aluminium about 5 feet long and 5 inches wide, and is thus 
peculiarly adapted to the high speeds and currents used, and to 
the catenary construction used for the trolley wire. The how 
trolley is intended to he ixsed only on the high tension part 
of the system, and over this part of the track, the trolley wire 
is staggered 5^ - inches either side of the center of the track at 
each bracket, in order that it will not wear grooves in the hear­
ing surface of the trolley. In spite of this, however, when a 
groove is started, the wire often follows it until it finally 
wears thru the hearing surface, which actually occurs about once 
every two to five weeks. In such a case, provision is made where­
by the wheel trolley may be used, so that the car need not he 
stranded. At all the sx7itch.es and cut-offs, the branch trolley 
wire is raised somewhat above that on the main track, in order 
that the trolley of cars on the main track will not be caught.
The bow trolley is controlled by compressed air; in passing on to 
the high tension section of the track, the motor circuit is open­
ed, the wheel trolley lowered, the switch changing over the con­
trol is changed and then the bow trolley is released, and the 
change is complete. On passing from a section of the track fed 
by one phase of the feeder circuit, to a section fed by the other 
phase, the motor circuit is opened, and then the controller is 
moved slowly around again when the car is on the new section, in 
order that a sudden load on this phase may be avoided.
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The sections using different kinds of current are sep­
arated by dead sections of trolley, 200 feet long, over which the 
cars coast; or when stranded there, current from either side nay 
be thrown on this dead section from a switch box at the side of 
the track.
COHCLUSIOHS.
Of the two systems visited, the Indianapolis and Cin­
cinnati system seems to be far superior to the Bloomington, 
Pontiac and Joliet. This would probably be expected, however, 
since it is both an older and a larger road, The roadbed, pole 
line, grades and curves of the Indianapolis line are far better 
than those of the Pontiac line. The Indianapolis system gives 
one an idea that the road is prosperous, and permanent, on the 
other hand, the appearance of the Pontiac system gives one the 
Impression that the road is only an experiment, the construction 
did not seem to be durable or permanent. As to the trolley con­
struction, the same thought enters there; the two systems of 
trolley suspension are much the same, with the exception that the 
hangers are not the same length or spaced the same; also the 
Pontiac people use wooden brackets with an underbrace, and on 
curves set poles on both sides the track, using guys to keep the 
trolley over the center of the track; the Indianapolis system, on 
the other hand, uses steel brackets with the brace above, and on 
curves has but one set of poles, using strain rods to keep the 
trolley above the center of the track. The Indianapolis system 
also seems to have the advantage in the use of a sliding contact
trolley.
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Ag regards car equipment, that of the Pontiac car is 
much simpler than the other /because but one trolley current Is 
used; there Is also the advantage that no resistance is used in 
the control of the car, which in the Indianapolis system a con­
trolling resistance is used for all three trolley currents. The 
equipment on the Indianapolis cars has the advantage, however, 
of a battery relay control, thus making it unnecessary to bring the 
working current above the car platform; in comparison with this 
the Pontiac cars have a voltage as high as 800 at the controller,
: which introduces an unnecessary hazard.
In comparison, then, it may be stated that the Indian­
apolis and Cincinnati Company’s system has the advantage in road, 
line, and car equipment, at the present date. It may also be 
borne in mind that the equipment of this road is entirely Westing- 
house, while that of the Bloomington, Pontiac, and Joliet system 
is of General Electric make.
The future of the single-phase traction system seems 
to be particularly bright. One of the best proofs of the fact 
that this system is a success is shown by the recent action of the 
Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Company, when it placed con­
tracts for extending the present line a distance of 16 miles, and 
also for changing its Shelbyville division over to single-phase 
operation, and adding in addition to the present 26 miles operated 
by direct current, a 20 mile extension. It is significant that a 
company which has two substantially similar suburban lines, one 
operating by single-phase current, the other by direct current, 
should see fit to throw out the direct current and substitute the
3?
single-phase alternating current. It nay be noted also that 
altho this course was taken, the reverse was easily possible, 
since provision had been made in the original contract for the 
single-phase apparatus, by which it could be exchanged for direct 
current equipment, if its operation proved unsatisfactory.
In concluding this description of the various features 
of the single-phase railway system, and its advantages as com­
pared with the present direct-current system, it should be borne 
in mind that the advantages accruing from this system are due 
primarily to the use of alternating current, rather than to any 
advantages of the alternating-current railway motor over the 
direct-current railway motor. It is, in general, sufficient 
praise for the alternating-current motor to say that it weighs 
no more than the direct-current motor, that it has equally good 
characteristics, and that it is almost as efficient. The credit 
for the entire advantage gained, however, must be given to the 
alternating-current motor, since it is the development of this 
motor which has made possible either the combined use of alter­
nating and direct current, or the exclusive use of single-phase 
alternating current.
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PART I I
DISCUSSION OP ELECTRIC TRACTION SYSTEMS.
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The method of proceedure in heavy electric traction work 
has been marked by enormous expenditures, and wonderful experi­
ments by the most noted engineers and manufacturers. The first 
and most natural means used was the direct current system which 
has shown such remarkable results in light traction work.
In applying this system to heavy work the entir equipment 
consists of a central station producing high voltage (A.C.) to 
transmission lines which conduct the current to rotary converter 
stations which convert the current to D.C. and distribute it 
through heavy feeders to sections of the trolley wire from which 
it is carried to the motors on the cars.
There are two principle objections to this system, namely;
1. The limitations of trolley voltage,
2. The rotary converter.
The maximum capacity of a trolley line of oooo copper wire carry­
ing 600 volts is reached by some of the large interurban cars now 
in use. Trains used on dense traffic could not be operated with 
this equipment and for handling such trains it was found necessary 
to use a larger conductor or higher voltage. The size of conduct­
or required, using 600 volts, would be prohibitive in cost if of 
copper, and therefore the third rail would necessarily need be 
installed. But the objections to it render it inadequate for 
general service. They are namely;- prohibitive use at terminals 
or yards, thus requiring the use of a steam switch engine or an 
overhead conductor, which would necessitate two systems of 
collectors; liability of fire in case of wrecks, due to short 
circuits; danger to life of track walkers or section gangs;
11.
necessity of breaking rails at crossings, thus requiring an over­
head or underground conductor at such places; necessity of 
accurate alignment and Keeping free from snow and ice; difficulty 
in olearance for locomotive cylinders, station platforms, and 
buildings along right of way; non-adaptability to voltage over 
600.
It is evident that a high voltage would be desirable for 
heavy traction work and it has been sincerely suggested to retain 
the D.O. system and work, at a higher trolley voltage. There are 
serious reasons why this has not been done. In the D.O. railway 
motor, one of the most difficult conditions to be met with is a 
tendency to occassional flashing at the commutator. This is 
particularly found in large motors for heavy high speed service. 
The destruction of the flash increses with the sise of the motor 
and many times causes serious short circuits and overloads which 
are liable to put the motor out of service. This flashing is due 
to field destortion which allows heavy rush of currents through 
the armature, and due also to secondary circuits, in those short 
circuited coils under the brushes. It is found that the possibil­
ity of flashing increases rapidly with increase in voltage. The 
design of these motors can be made with large commutators and 
more segments but it is doubtful if it can be carried to such an 
extent as to stop possibility of flashing. The design of gener­
ators for say fifteen hundred volts is found to be no easy prob­
lem for the designer taking all into consideration a high D.G. 
voltage would be impracticable.
The objections to the rotary converter are the cost of its
12.
installation and the fact that as it has moving part it must have 
constant attendance of at least one man. With low voltage in the 
trolley wire, converter stations must be located at frequent inter­
vals on all large systems, or heavy and expensive feeders used.
Recognizing that high voltage for transmission is necess­
ary, but that, after transformation to D.C. there remains the 
difficulty of collecting large currents from overhead wire, re­
garding the objections to the third rail, it occurred to many that 
a more suitable solution of the problem could be obtained by 
supplying the high voltage A.C. directly to the trolley wire and 
then utilizing it, either directly or indirectly, for propulsion 
of the car or locomotive. In experimenting to meet these demands 
various systems have been tried and practically discarded. Among 
them are,(l) Portable Sub-station, (2) Polyphase Systems, (3) 
Electro-Pneumatic.
The Portable Sub-station equipment consists of a motor- 
generator set using a single phase induction motor and direct 
current generator. In theory it presents some very good points 
but in practice a considerable objection is found in the size, 
weight, and cost of the sub-station which must be carried by the 
locomotive. It requires constant operation of the motor as a 
starting characteristic is very bad as well as its overload 
capacity, and the efficiency of.the small units is very low. All 
such portable combinations possess the same disadvantages and 
are meeting with little or no success. A gasoline engine plant 
has been unsuccessfully applied.
The polyphase system applies the well known polyphase
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induction motor. There are various reasons why American engineers 
have not made use of this system, (1) It requires the use of at 
least two overhead trolley wires which would necessitate the use 
of only moderate voltages of say 3000,while higher voltages may 
he possible the trolley question becomes increasingly difficult 
with increased voltage and the current collecting devises, switches 
cross-overs, overhead equipment of the yards, etc. present 
serious problems. (2) The constant speed characteristic of the 
induction type motor preventing efficient speed variation is 
receiving considerable criticism. This motor requires a given 
amount of power to develop a given torque or turning effort, 
regardless of the speed at which it is running. At full speed 
the power supplied to the motor appears as useful output with the
exception of the losses in the motor itself. At one half speed
*
the same power applied gives but one half jpull output, the re­
maining power being wasted in heat. At one tenth speed nine tenths 
the power is wasted. To bring about good speed regulations it 
would require the addition of complicated and inefficient equip­
ment. Motors operating in tandem do not equalize the loads and 
are frequented by. generator action. (3) The general structural 
features of the induction motor would operate more satisfactorily 
on a low frequency of fifteen cycles or so, while the frequency 
of twenty-five cycles have shown to give too great losses. The 
difficulty involved in generating fifteen cycle-current can read­
ily be seen to be too great to permit its use.
The Arnold electro-pneumatic system consisted of a single 
phase induction motor supplemented with certain compressed air
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appliances which would furnish the characteristic lacking in the 
motor itself. The motor was intended to run at or near its normal 
load most of the time while the air apparatus was to do the start­
ing and was to assist in taking care of abnormal conditions. 
Variable-speed operation was also to be obtained by means of the 
air apparatus. In this system the electrical apparatus was in 
reality a minor feature of the scheme, many of the desired loco­
motive characteristics being obtained by the mechanical means as 
distinguished from electrical.
The limited success with which these systems have met and 
the serious objections to the D. C. system have lead engineers to 
develop one which can be operated by alternating current at the 
motors with the intention of producing a motor with the good 
characteristics of the D.C. railway motor without its limitations. 
The lamme type of motors seems to be meeting these requirements.
This motor is simply a series-wound commutator motor, 
with a laminated field and allied precautions against the induc­
tive effects of alternating current. Any series-wound motor holds 
its direction of course unchanged, whatever the polarity at its 
main terminals, and reverses only when the relative polarity of 
armature and field is changed. Hence if the construction is such 
thet the polarity reversals can rise to the frequency of commer­
cial alternating current without introducing collateral difficul­
ties, one has a practical single phase motor with the general 
characteristic of the series type. To keep down reactance and 
parasitic currents it has been found desirable to design the motors 
with very powerful armatures and rather weak fields, high resist­
ance commutator leads, to Keep down the currents in the coils 
short-circuited by the brushes, to channel the poles longitudin­
ally, thus checking cross induction by the armature, and to make 
other minor structural changes. The result is a motor which is 
claimed to be practically sparkless in operation, and has, to a 
remarkable extent, the working properties of an ordinary railway 
motor. The alternating machine in its present state of design 
is somewhat heavier than its direct current rival and a few 
per cent less efficient, but it has a high power factor under 
condition demanding large in-put of energy, and due to the 
possibility of induction voltage regulation does not make unreas­
onable demands upon the generators even in starting and acceler­
ating. It requires in practice a transformer between it and the 
trolley wire, since it is unwise to put high voltage upon the 
commutator. One of the most important features of this motro is 
that it can operate satisfactorily on a direct current circuit, 
so that by the addition of suitable regulating appliances they 
can be run on ordinary city street railway systems.
Having these characteristics the morotr is susceptible 
to economical speed control, just as in the case of direct current 
motors, but this feature can at once be taken advantage of in 
an alternating current system due to the fact that voltage vari­
ation can be simply and economically obtained in this field.
The development of such a motor therefore at once permits us to 
use any desired voltage on the trolley system and this can be 
transformed to any suitable lower voltage for the motor, and such 
voltage delivered to the motor can be varied economically over
1 5 .
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any desired range. Herein lies the txnxe merit of the single phase 
system and not in any inherent superiority of the motor itself.
In fact the motor itself is only superior to the direct current 
motor in a limited number of features while it is inferior in a 
number of others. The motor is necessarily built along lines 
which would make it a very superior direct current type of machine
A single phase system with commutator type motor therefore 
possesses the following features of prime importance in heavy 
railway work, namely; very high voltage with proportionately 
small current can be used on the trolley circuit; as low volt­
age as desired on the control system a2id motors; a method of 
control which varies the voltage in an efficient manner; a type 
of motor with the speed charactex*istics of the direct current 
motor and therefore susceptible of speed control over the entire 
range from zero to maximum when used in connection with above 
mentioned voltage control. The standard frequency used is 25 
cycles per second.
The advantages and disadvantages of the two phases of 
electx*icity or better, of the D.O. and single phase A.G. traction 
systems readily present themselves intwo tables, where the rel­
ative cost of the two complete systems are shown, and one in which 
the limitations of operatioiis are compared.
Economy of installation, operation, and maintenance are 
features sought for in engineering enterprises. In considering 
the D. C. and A. 0. railway systems it is of prime importance to 
know which is superior in these respects. In order to determine

(TABLE OP COMPARISON)
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DIRECT-CURRENT RAILWAY SYSTEM.
Power Requirements.
Average K.W. at oar in typical 2-mile run (fig. 1)-----67.2 K.W.
No. oars running at one time---------------------------- 8
No. sub-stations------------------------------------------ 5
Average No. cars per sub-station------------------------- 1.6
Mean 2 amps, per oar-----------------------  185.3
Mean 2 amps, per sub-station —  m----------------------- 279.0
With sub-stations 12 miles apart, 80 lbs. trade rail 
and 60 lb. 3rd rail resistance between adjacent stations 
is
=r.0.9 ohms
L.C. line loss per sub-station, r m2 1 6 l K.w.
S T " *
Average K.W. per sub-station at oars-----=67.2 x 1.6 -107.5
Average K.W. per sub-station at sub-station---------  123.6 K.W.
Per oent loss in 3rd rail----------------------------  15.5$
Per oent loss in step-down transformers-------------  3.5$
Per oent loss in rotaries----------------------------  10 $
Per oent loss in high-tension line------------------- 2.5$
per oent loss in step-up transformers---------------  3.5$
Total percentage loss from oars to P.H.-------------  39.5$
Average K.W. consumes by 8 cars at the cars-------—  537 K.W.
Average K.W. at power house for 8 oars--------------  750 K.W.
Max. load per sub-station-worst condition 2 oars
starting----------------------------------------------  560 K.W.
One 400 K.W. rotary will take care of this 40 per cent 
overload.
Average load on rotary-------------------------------  30 $
Rotary sub-stations are of sufficient size so that 
one can be out out temporarily.
Max. load on power house, say 1200 K.W.
Can be taken care of with three 400 K.W. generators- 
one for spare.
Step-up Transformers.
Seven 150-K.W. transformers- 1 for spare.
High-tension Line.
One No. 6 B. & S. gauge line eaoh way from power house 
20,000-volt, 3-ph.
Max. loss,about------------------------------------ -—  8.25$
Aver, loss, about------------------------------------- 2.50$
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ALTERNATING-CURRENT RAILWAY SYSTEM. 
Power Requirements.
Average real K.W. at oar in typical 2-mile run (Fi£.2)—  73.9 K.W.
No. oars running at one tine— r---------------------------  8
No. su'o-stations------------------------------------------  5
Average No. oars per sub-station------------------------- 1.6
Mean 2 apparent K.W. per oar----------------------------- 129.0
Mean 2 amps, per oar ( 3000 volts)-------------------------43.0
Mean 2 amps, per sub-station- m -------------------------- 68.8
With sub-stations 12 miles apart 80 lbs. track rail and 
No. oooo trolley resistance between sub-stations allowing
for increased rail resistance----------------------------  4.2 ohms
Trolley and rail loss per sub-station,
r m2_ 3.32 K.W.
“  6  , ,Average real K.W. per sub-station at oars = 79.3 xl.6 - 1x8.0
Average real K.W. per sub-station at sub-station-------- 121.32 K.W.
Per oent loss in regulator and car transformer------  5.0$
Per cent loss in trolley and rails.------------------  2.8$
Per cent loss in step-down transformers--------------  3.5$
Per cent loss in high-tension line-------------------  2.5$
Per cent loss in step-up transformers----------------  3.5$
Total percentage loss-------------------------------------18.4$
Average real K.W. consumed by 8 cars at the cars------- 591 K.W.
Average real K.W. at power house for 8 cars------------- 700 K.W,
Average apparent K.W. at power house, about------------- 825 K.W.
Max. load per sub-station-worst condition, 2 cars starting
(say 275 apparent K.W. each)---------------- ------------ 550 K.W.
One 350-K.W. transformer will take care of this with 
50 per cent overload.
Average load on sub-station, about----------------------  40 $
These transformers are sufficiently large to take care of 
road if one is cut out.
Max. load on power house in apparent K.W., say--------  1400 K.W.
Gan be taken care of with three 450-K.W. Generators-one 
for spare.
Step-up Transformers.
Three 400-K.W. transformers-Load can be carried by 2 
in case of emergency.
High-tension Line.
One No. 3 B. & S. guage line each way from power house, 
20,000-volt, 1-ph.
Max. loss, about-----------------------------------------
Aver, loss, about----------------------------------------
8.2$
2.7$
2 0 .
Sub-station Equipment.
Five sub-stations in all-one in power house.
Eaoh of four sub-stations to contain: Three 135 K.W. step-down 
transformers.
One 400-K.W. rotary converter.
Switchboard.
Step-down transformers omitted in power house sub-station.
Low-tension Distributing System.
Entire length of track equipped with 60-lb. conductor rail.
Oar Equipments.
Each car equipped with two 150-H.P. D.O. railway motors and 
multiple-control apparatus complete.
Estimated First Cost of Electrical Equipment 
Power Station.
Three 400-K.W. 25-cycle, 360-volt 3-Ph., A.O. gens.,
at $6, 500 each-----------------------------------------  $19,500
Seven 150-K.W., 350 to 20,000-volt self-cooling, oil-
insulated trans., 25-cycle, at $1,225----------------  8,575
Switchboard--------------------------------------------  4.500
$32,575
High-tension Line.
48 miles of 20,000-volt, 3-ph. transmission line-No. 6
B. & S. guage conductors, at $900 per mile-----------  $43,200
Lightning protection----------------------------------- 2.500
$45,700
Sub-stations.
12 135-K.W., 20,000 and 360-voit, 25-cycle, O.I.S.C.
transformers, at $1,175 each------ -------- —----------  $14,100
5 400-K.W., 600-volt, 25-cycle rotary converters,
at $5,200 each----------------------------------  26,000
5 switchboards at $2,800 each------------------------  14,000
$54,100
Low-tension Distribution System.
63 miles of 60-lb. conducting rail, at $2,500 per
mile installed---------------------------------   $157,500
Bonding main track-63 miles, at $400 per mile-------  25,200$182,700
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Sub-station Equipment.
Pour sub-station-power house feeds directly into 300-volt trolley. 
Each sub-station to contain;
One 350-K.W. transformer.
Switchboard.
Low-Tension Distributing System.
Entire length of track equipped with No. oooo B. & S. guage trolly
Car Equipments.
Each car equipped with two 165-H.P., A.c. railway motors and 
multiple-control apparatus complete.
Estimated First cost of Electrical Equipment 
Power Station.
Three 450-K.W., 25-cycle 3000-volt, 1-ph., 2000-alt. gens.,
at $7,000 each--------------------------------------------- $21,000
Three 400-K.W., 17-cycle, 3000 to 20,000-volt, O.I.S.C.
trans., at $2,500------------------------------------------  7,500
Switchboard-------------------------------- ----------------  3.800
$32,300
High-tension Line.
48 miles of 20,000-volt, 1-ph. transmission line-No 3
B. & S. guage conductors, at $1,200 per mile-------------- $57,600
Lightning protection---------------------------------------- 2.000
$59,600
Sub-stations.
4 350 K.W., 2000-alt., 2000 to 3000-volt, O.I.S.C.
transformers at $2,200 each-------------------------------  $8,800
5 switchboards at $1,500 each-----------------------------  7,500
Auxiliary signaling lines for operating sub-station
switches---------------------------------------------------- 7.500
$23,800
Low-tension Distribution System.
63 miles of No. oooo trolley wire in place at $900 per mile$56,700
Bonding main track 63 miles at $400 per mile---------------  25,200
15 miles of pole construction, not including H.P. lines,
at $630 per mile-------------------------------------------- - 9,400
$91,300
22.
Car Equipment.
12 D.C. oar equipments complete, consisting of 2 No. 50-0. 
motors, with multiple-control outfit, heaters and contact
shoes, at $5,217 each--------------------------------------  $62
Total first cost electrical equipment---------------------$377
Estimate of Yearly Operating Expenses.
5 men at power house-2 shifts, average wage $900 per year $9
1 nan at each of 4 sub-stations-2 shifts-at §900 per year 7
Fuel, water, oil, etc. at l/2 c per K.W.-hour,
4,890,000 K.W. hr.---------------------------------------—  24
Repairs and maintenance of power house (3$ of cost per year) 
Repairs and maintenance of H.T. line (5$ of cost per year) 2
Repairs and maintenance of 3rd rail (1$ of cost per year) 1
Repairs and maintenance of car equipments (12$ of cost
per year)-------------- ------ ------------------ ----------  7
Total yearly operating expenses--------------------------  1§55
604.
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000
200
450
971
285
822
512
404
23.
Gar Equipment.
12 A.O. car equipments complete, consisting of 2 165-H.P 
motors, with multiple-control outfit, heaters and trolley
at $8,482 each----------------------------------------------$101.774
Total first cost electrical equipment--------------------- §308,774
Estimate of Yearly Operating Expenses.
5 men at power house-2 shifts, average wage $900 per year- $9,000
Fuel, water, oil, etc., at l/2c. per K.W.-hour--- :------—  23,050
Repairs and maintenance of power house( 3^ of cost)---- 969
Repairs and maintenance of H.T. lines (5$ per year---- 2,980
Repairs and maintenance of trolley (4$ per year)------  3,652
Repairs and maintenance of car equipments (10^)-------  10.177
Total yearly operating expenses--------------------------- $51,256
(TABLE OP LIMITATIONS)
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The A. C. system besides possessing the two main advantages 
of the D. 0. system, (1) motors possessing the same speed-torque 
characteristics as D. 0. series motor, (2) requirement of only 
one trolley wire, overcomes a number of its limitations. These 
are shown in the following columns:
DIRECT-CURRENT SYSTEM.
(1) The voltage of a direct-current circuit can be ohanged 
only by the use of rotating machinery. It is thus, in general, 
necessary to utilise power at approximately the same voltage at 
which it is generated. A high voltage is desirable for transmitting 
power, in order that the currents necessary for a given output may 
be small. On the other hand, the voltage for which motors of the 
commutator type can be made is limited. A voltage of nominally 
500, but actually as high as 600, has been adopted as the standard 
for direct durrent railway work. This is a compromise-being low 
from the transmission standpoint and high as regards the use of 
commutator type motors.
(2) Power can be transmitted with reasonable economy by 
direct current at nominally 500 volts for from five to ten miles 
from the generating station. For greater distances than this the 
cost of conductors becomes excessive. A long distance would thus 
require power stations located from ten to twenty miles apart.
To overcome this difficulty, power is often generated 
as alternating current and transmitted at high voltage. It is 
then changed into direct current by means of lowering transformers 
and rotary converters located in sub-stations at suitable inter­
vals along the road. In these systems the cost of installation
25
ALTERNATING-CURRENT SYSTEM.
(1) The ideal arrangement of high trolley voltage giving 
economy of transmission and low motor voltage giving minimum motor 
trouble can be obtained by means of a transformer on the car.
(2) Long-distance roads can be supplied by means of trans­
former stations, instead of rotary converter sub-stations. These 
will be comparatively cheap, will contain no synchronous or moving 
machinery, and will consequently not require constant attendance.
The omission of the synchronous machinery renders the ser­
vice less liable to interruption, since momentary short-circuits, 
or similar troubles, which might interrupt the service where syn­
chronous apparatus were used, would in many cases cause no inter­
ruption in a system where such apparatus was not used. Moreover, 
in case of a shut-down from any cause, service on a system without 
synchronous apparatus can be resumed much more quickly than in 
case of one in which it is necessary to synchronize a number of 
rotary converters before power can be put on the line.
Although the rotary converter is a highly efficient machine 
some losses necessarily take place in it, especially where it is 
operating with a low load-factor. The omission of rotary convert­
ers, and their consequent losses, should thus add materially to
and maintenance or a sub-station is such that their use may be 
looked upon as a method of making long distance railways possible, 
rather than as a means of reducing the cost of direct-current 
feeders.
(3) Variable voltage for starting and regulating the speed 
of the motors is obtained by connecting the motors in series or 
parallel, thus obtaining two economical speeds. Additional speeds 
are obtained by the use of a rheostat in connection with both of 
these combinations. A3 ordinarily installed, the capacity of the 
rheostat is such that it may be left in circuit for only a very 
short tine, so that, except momentarily, only two speeds (i.e., 
series and parallel) are available for continuous running with
a given torque.
(4) The motors are connected in series or in parallel and 
to the various resistance steps by means of a controller, which, 
in general, consists of a number of contacts bearing on a revolv­
ing drum. The circuit is partially opened whenever the connection 
is changed from one resistance step to another; and in changing 
from series to parallel, or in cutting off the power, the circxiit 
is completely opened. A powerful magnetic blowout is used to break 
the arc which i£ formed on opening the circuit, and thus prevent 
burning of the contacts.
(5) When starting a car the rheostatic loss is large, sine© 
almost the entire voltage of the line is taken up in the rheostat.
(6) The use of direct current on grounded circuits is 
always attended by electrolysis.
26.
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the general efficiency of the power system.
A trolley voltage much higher than is at present in use is 
allowable with alternating current railway motors, supplied by means 
of a transformer on the car, and this combined with the cheapness 
of transformer stations, will, in general, allow the latter to be 
placed sufficiently near each other to render any feeders other 
than the trolley wire unnecessary. These stations will, in gen­
eral, not require to be placed much closer together than would 
rotary converter sub-stations.
(3) Owing to the ease and economy of voltage transformation 
with alternating current, any desired voltage may be applied to 
the motors without the use of resistance. Motors may thus be run 
continuously at full speed, or at any lower speed, and the power 
consumption at all speeds will be proportional to the energy act­
ually expended in driving the car.
(4) Instead of a controller making and breaking a circuit 
on each step, the motors ( in all equipments except those of small 
size) will be controlled by means of an induction regulator, simple 
and substantial in construction, and without make and break contacts 
or similar wearing parts. In changing from one voltage to another 
this change is produced gradually instead of by definite steps,
as in the direct current system.
(5) Since there are no rheostats, there will be no rheos­
tatic loss.
(6) With the use of alternating current instead of direct 
current, electrolysis will practically disappear.
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The initiative in electrifying steam railroads has been 
taken by the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad by beginning 
the work of eleotryfying a large section of their road now using
steam as a motive power. A distance of twenty-two miles that
*
between Woodlawn and Stanford will soon be in operation. The 
entire equipment is being furnished by the Westinghouse Companies. 
The locomotives used will be thirty-five in number weighing seventy- 
two tons each, four 250 horse power motors, operating on 11000 
volts, 25 cycles. Each locomotive, under favorable conditions will 
develop a draw-bar pull sufficient to haul a 250 ton train on 
tangent level track at a speed of eighty miles per hour.
The steam generating equipment will have a capacity of 
12000 K.W., these consisting of four Parson's steam turbines each 
rated at 3000K.W. The generators will supply single phase current 
at 11000 volts which will be fed direct to the trolley, thus re­
quiring no step-up transformers.
The overhead construction consists of steel structural 
bridges upon which the trolley wire is carried. They will be 
spaced 300 feet apart and will be mounted on concrete foundations, 
each bridge spanding from four to six tracks. The trolley wire 
will be suspended from two steel 5/8 inch oatenary cables which 
are supported on insulators mounted on the top of the cross trusses, 
the trolley wire running under these trusses. The trolley wire will 
be supported every ten feet from its two steel cables by triangular 
braces, and will be held twenty-two feet above the rails. Size of 
trolley to be oooo in B.& S. A very efficient block signal system 
will be used^with allied precautions in the way of interval tower 
houses,against possibility of unsafe operation.
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The main items in the oost of electrification from woodlawn 
to Stamford are approximately estimated as follows;
Power house, including real estate (12,000 kw)— $1,130,000
Overhead construction (21.45 miles)-------------  570,000
Locomotives (thirty-five)------------------------  1. 050.000
Total--------------------------------------------- §2,750,000
It is the intention of this company to pursue the equipp­
ing of at least 80 miles of their road with this system of single 
phase installationand I feel that when the capacity of this system 
has been demonstrated,other installations on a larger scale , 
will follow in rapid succession. There are now in operation numer­
ous small lines but the development has not been carried out upon 
a large scale as the stability of the system has been in doubt,.
J,' ’
The progress in electric traction that has been made 
abroad is worthy of mention in a work of this nature. The follow­
ing list of electrified main lines will give one an idea of the 
extent of their progress;
In England 220 miles
" Prance 25 *
* Germany 25 *
" Italy 115 "
" Switzerland 30"
" Sweden 28 "
" Austria 20 "
The nature of the equipment on these lines has been the D.C. 
Polyphase, Single-phase, but it appears that further installations 
will consist entirely of the latter.
The Germans are due great credit for their work in high­
speed tests. With an Allgemeine motor car they obtained a speed 
of 131.4 miles per hour. This has been beyond that of the Americans 
though they will soon equal the Germans in this respect.
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It is useless to carry this onesided case farther. The 
arguments herein presented are sufficient to indicate to anyone the 
superiority of the single phase alternating system over the D.O. 
system for heavy traction work. This system is practically in its 
infancy in regard to real operation and it is only natural that time 
and trials, with its few limitations in regard to operating condi­
tions, will develop it far beyond that which the present outlook 
seems to indicate. In view of the electrification of any of our 
large steam railroads now in operation I should not feel justified 
in recommending any system other than the single phase.
PART III
APPENDICES
31.
Accompanying this thesis are a number of motor ourves 
obtained from Messers. Cornell and Hoff who used them in compliance 
vtheir thesis, "A Comparison of the Westinghouse and General Electric 
Single phased Traction Systems", obtaining information from the 
road at Pontiac and the one at Rushville, Indiana. The curves 
illustrate namely; the tractive effort; the speed; power factor 
and efficiency for loads ranging from minimum to a maximum. The 
plates clearly indicate their different relations and need no 
further explanation. A speed-tine curve for A. C. and D. C. running 
are also given and show an interesting comparison.
A diagram of the car wiring for each of the respective 
systems was obtained from the same source. A description of their 
operation will not be herein given. The diagrams are so constructed 
that one familiar with work of this nature will understand the 
various steps in operation by merely referring to their construction 
It is not my intention to compare these two systems but 
from what I have learned it appears that the Westinghouse Company 
are a few steps in the lead. This may be due, however, to the 
fact that the G. E. Company are strongly advocating D.C. systems 
for heavy traction work in which respect I cannot agree with them.
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There are,as yet, but few reliable data bearing upon the 
cost per ton mile and the relationship of the train power for steam 
and electrical systems. A few statistics presenter by the Inter-* 
state Commerce Commission will be hereon given;
Duty of average steam locomotive (1904) 6,500,000 ton miles.
Maximum duty, 9,000,000 ton miles per annum.
Average weight on drivers, 50 tons.
Maximum weight on drivers 83 tons.
Average train load, 308 tons.
Maximum average for any road, 522 tons.
Average age, 13 years.
Average maintenance charge per annum, #3,500, per locomotive
Average output per horse-power (in loc.) 13,000 ton miles.
The following table shows the weight, etc., of a 750 K.W. 
Motor-Generator Sets which has been experimented with for traction 
purposes.
Speed-------- --------- - 1500 r.p.m.------ 750 r.p.m.
Approximate weight------47,000 lbs.-------  54,000 lbs.
No load losses---------- 65 hp---------------  65 hP.
Combined efficiency at
750 kw ( 1000 hp)-----90$----- -----------  90$
Loss at 750 kw---------- 110 hp---------------  110 hp.
This table will clearly indicate why the Portable Sub-station has
not been used in traction work.
The following table is that taken from the Warren & James­
town Single-Phase System;
Cost of Operation.
1000 H.P. Gas Engine Plant, Voltage 280-22,000-3,300 (station, , 
transmission line, trolley respectively), Frequency 25 cy®les.
Number of cars-city (10-ton)-------------------- 7
Number of cars-interurban (35-ton),
3 to 4, average----- 3 1/2
Gas consumption, cubic feet--------- ----------2,745,000
Gas per day, cubic feet-------------- ---------- 88,550
Hours operated per day-------------------------  18 plus
Gas per hour (operating), cubic feet----------  4 900
Cost of fuel per day---------------------------- #13.27
Cost per hour running--------------------------  .735
Cost per car-hour------------- - ---------------  .07
This will indicate the economy of operating electric railways.
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In the operation of* the W. & J. Line the cars make a daily 
scedule speed of 19 l/2 miles an hour, with stops averaging every 
2 l/2 miles,(maximum speed 50 miles per hour). The right of way 
is 22 miles in length, passing through nine towns, totaling 50,000 
population. Taking into account summer residents the population 
is estimated close to 100,000. A seventy pound rail with gravel 
ballast is used and the maximum grade is l<f> thus indicating a very 
good road-bed. The cars are 52 feet in length overall, having 
a seating capacity of fifty nine persons and weigh about 35 tons 
total. They are equipped with four 50 K.P. Westinghouse Single- 
Phase motors.
In calculating for a large installation of electric trac­
tion I should consider these figures legitimate for the purpose.
For the handling of freight on the C.U. & 1). Electric road 
a very low cost per ton mile has been calculated. The conditions 
of operation are as follows;
Distance of haul ( round trip)---------------------54 miles
Length of train 8 oars, 12 tons each, carrying
capacity 25 tons— total weight of freight—  200 tons 
Power consumption per round trip at 1 per kw hr.- $4.00
Train crew of two men at $2 each------------------- 4.00
Total cost of operation---------------------— ------fsTOO
Cost of operation per ton mile (considering the
total ton miles of freight haulage as 5400)—  .00148
The method of calculating is evident. This would serve as a means
for calculating on a larger scale.
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In considering the eleotrifioation or any section of a steam
railroad the problem would be approached in the following manner;
Obtain, . Steam Elec.
I. Original capital invested
II. Extra capital investment required 
For electrical equipment,
1, Bonding rails (assuming good
road-bed)—
2, Cost of trolley line
3, '• * transmission lines
4, “ * power plant
5, " * sub-station
6, '» * rolling stock.
III. Maintenance & Interest charge
IV. Cost of Operation per ton mile
V. Rate per ton mile or per pass, mile
VI. Density of Traffic per ton mile
1, Passenger
2, Freight
VII. Expected increase in Traffic per year
Taking for granted that all figures relating to the steam side 
of this problem can be obtained from operators of the road under 
consideration, a very close estimate of the figures for the elec­
trical side could be obtained from manufacturers of such equip­
ment as would be required. As to figures other than could be 
obtained from them it would be necessary to estimate, probably 
only approximate, from lines now in operation using electricity as 
a motive power.
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